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Mr. Orth and members of the Council, 

Please consider my support for public comments submitted by two stakeholder groups. 

First, I support the recommendations submitted by Denise Fong, CJ Brockway and others from the lighting 
design community regarding the interior lighting power allowance tables for both the building area method and 
the space-by-space method. Specifically, that the values in the third public review draft of ASHRAE 90.1-2019 be 
adopted in place of the three options currently in the draft WSEC. This includes extension of footnote C to apply 
to all spaces, which will provide an allowance for lighting that is specifically used to highlight art, exhibits and 
signage, and extension of footnote N to apply to all dining spaces other than penitentiary. The ASHRAE tables, 
which were also approved by the IECC committee this spring, will provide a reasonable level of energy savings, 
while aligning Washington state’s code with the well-researched national standards. 

Second, I support the extensive set of technical review comments submitted by Mike Kennedy, covering the 
entire code. These many corrections and clarifications will greatly assist code officials with enforcement by 
eliminating confusion and ambiguities from those sections, and will greatly reduce the number of official 
interpretations and corrections that the Council will be required to process in the coming years. I have worked 
extensively with Mr. Kennedy on these issues over the past several weeks, as have several other stakeholders. 
Due to the extent and technical nature of these review comments and the suggested revisions, the Council may 
find it prudent to reconvene the Energy Code TAG for one additional meeting to confirm or modify them prior to 
the Council’s final action. 
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